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find local businesses view maps and get driving directions in google maps

dongguan wikipedia
Feb 26 2024

dongguan is a prefecture level city of the guangdong province an uncommon administrative feature is that it
has no county level division but the municipal government does group the 32 township level divisions into six
district areas the city government directly administers four subdistricts and 28 towns 1

dongguan travel guide known as factory of the world
Jan 25 2024

mar 3 2024   dongguan is also the third largest foreign trade city in china and an important transportation hub
in guangdong province in 2019 it became a member city of guangdong hong kong macao greater bay area as
one of the birthplaces of lingnan culture dongguan has folk customs such as the dragon boat race cantonese
opera

guangdong wikipedia
Dec 24 2023



guangdong a is a coastal province located in south china on the north shore of the south china sea 7 the
provincial capital is guangzhou with a population of 126 84 million as of 2021 3 across a total area of about
179 800 km 2 69 400 sq mi 1 guangdong is the most populous province of china and the 15th largest by area
as well

oppo wikipedia
Nov 23 2023

oppo is a chinese consumer electronics manufacturer headquartered in dongguan guangdong its major
product lines include smartphones smart devices audio devices power banks and other electronic products it
was overseen by

current local time in dongguan guangdong china timeanddate com
Oct 22 2023

about 50 mi sse of dongguan current local time in china guangdong dongguan get dongguan s weather and
area codes time zone and dst explore dongguan s sunrise and sunset moonrise and moonset

dongguan attractions things to do sightseeing sites
Sep 21 2023

mar 5 2019   historical sites humen bridge humen naval battle museum opium war museum dongguan has a
long history that can be traced back to the neolithic age of 5 000 years ago until the year of 331 of the eastern
jin dynasty 317 420 this place was a county named baoan it was renamed in the tang dynasty 618 907



heat shrink tubing cyg electronics
Aug 20 2023

cyg electronics is a heat shrink tubing manufacturer and supplier offering many types of heat shrink tubing
and sleeves including single wall dual wall heavy duty tubing wire marking sleeves as well as cable
terminations and joints

the 15 best things to do in dongguan tripadvisor
Jul 19 2023

guangdong dongguan things to do in dongguan china dongguan attractions explore popular experiences see
what other travelers like to do based on ratings and number of bookings see all walking tours 3 cultural tours
3 shopping malls 41 private sightseeing tours 4 historical tours 4 points of interest landmarks 193

dongguan travel guide at wikivoyage
Jun 18 2023

dongguan dongguan 东莞 dūnggún in cantonese dōngguǎn in mandarin is in the pearl river delta region of china
about 100 km from hong kong it s a major manufacturing center producing an estimated one fifth of the world
s smartphones and one tenth of the world s shoes dongguan isn t really on the radar for most tourists
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